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ABSTRACT
Targeted Drug Delivery (TDD) is commonly used for the management of patients with intractable pain. Past studies

have proven efficacy in pain relief and reduction in opioid use and cost-effectiveness in long-term pain management.

There are few studies investigating satisfaction amongst patients with implanted pain pumps that are managed with

targeted intrathecal medications. We published a study in Neuromodulation in April of 2020 describing patient

satisfaction with TDD in single medical practice for patients implanted with pain pumps for relief of intractable

chronic benign pain. Six hundred and ten active TDD patients were identified, and an anonymous 18-question

survey was administered to determine satisfaction with TDD therapy. Four hundred and forty-three patients (74% of

the active pump population) completed the survey. Most patients reported improvement in pain, improvement of

physical function, improvement in quality of life and reduction in opioid use. Complete discontinuation of oral

opioid intake was reported in 38.9% of patients. Most patients had a 40cc reservoir implanted in an upper buttock

pocket site and overall, 91% of patients were happy with pump pocket location. We concluded that intrathecal TDD

therapy can relieve pain and improve quality of life in patients with intractable pain and offers a reasonable

alternative to long-term oral or skin patch opioid management. Patients utilizing TDD therapy reported high degrees

of satisfaction. This follow-up article is a general discussion of TDD and our satisfaction survey article.
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INTRODUCTION
Our recent article titled Patient Satisfaction Following
Intrathecal Drug Delivery for Chronic Benign Pain: Results of a
Single-Center Survey Study, revealed remarkably high patient
satisfaction with targeted spinal drug delivery (TDD), confirming
what previous studies have also reported [1]. Nonetheless, TDD
continues to be a misunderstood and perhaps underutilized
therapy. In view of the ongoing opioid crisis in the United
States, TDD offers a viable alternative to systemic opioids for the
treatment of intractable chronic benign pain, providing better
analgesia with fewer mental side effects [2].

As anesthesiology pain specialists, we have collectively performed
several thousand trials and implants of implantable pain control

systems to treat chronic benign pain. In our pain clinic medical
practices, we follow an interventional algorithm from simple
(epidural steroid injection) to advanced (implantable pain
control) therapies to relieve pain, improve function, and reduce
dependence on systemic opioids. We consider TDD to be the
last stop in this pathway and reserve it as a last resort option for
the most complex and refractory pain problems. We typically
trial neurostimulation prior to TDD because we consider
neurostimulation to be less drastic and overall lower risk.
Regardless, some patients will not respond to the
neurostimulation trial, and over time neurostimulation has been
reported to have a failure rate approaching 50% [3]. Our TDD
trials, on the other hand, have a success rate over 90%,
undoubtedly because we use bupivacaine/fentanyl bolus dosing
for our trials, which has the potential to create surgical
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anesthesia at higher doses. We choose bupivacaine/fentanyl for
our trials because we use bupivacaine/fentanyl with continuous
infusion plus bolus dosing for pump maintenance and we want
the trial to mimic what the pump will do after implant.

When a patient comes to the end of our interventional
treatment path and undergoes a trial and subsequent surgical
implantation of either a neurostimulation system or a pain
pump, we typically interact with this patient regularly in the pain
clinic for years (sometimes decades) after implant to optimize
therapy and manage chronic pain. We have long been in the
habit of asking patients who have implanted neurostimulators or
pain pumps about their experience and satisfaction with their
implanted system. Over the years we have been impressed by the
differing responses we hear from neurostimulation patients
compared to patients with an implanted pain pump for targeted
spinal drug delivery. The neurostimulation patients typically tell
us their system is “OK” and moderately helpful, whereas the
pain pump patients often rave about their pump with
statements like “the best thing I ever did”, “could not live
without it”, and “wish I had done it sooner”. Elated feedback
from patients treated for chronic benign pain is quite rare in the
pain clinic and we do not often hear it with any other therapy.
Of course, a minority of patients with either implanted system is
dissatisfied with their therapy.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Interestingly, those dissatisfied patients with neurostimulation
systems often want the system removed, which is apparent from
the 20%-30% removal rate for neurostimulators [4,5].With
dissatisfied pain pump patients however, very few will agree to
have their systems removed, and this is consistent with the
recently published 99% elective re-implant rate for pain pump
patients with expiring pumps [6].

As anesthesiologists, we have always been impressed with the
power of spinal local anesthetic to stop the pain of labor
(epidural) and to provide surgical anesthesia (epidural or
intrathecal). The problem with using epidural local anesthetic
for chronic pain management is that a single injection will last
only for a few hours and the system must run at a continuous
high volume (5-15cc per hour) to provide ongoing pain relief.
This means that any patient with an epidural pain control
system must have an external pump and bag of fluid to maintain
long-term pain relief, a burden that makes epidural analgesia
impractical for most outpatient pain management.

Although the quality of analgesia is somewhat different with
intrathecal local anesthetic (less regional, more diffuse), it is
effective at much lower dosages compared to epidural
administration since medication is deposited directly onto the
spinal cord rather than into the epidural space. Therefore, local
anesthetic in a TDD pain pump is effective with flow rates of
less than Ice per 24 hours, making intrathecal local anesthetic
suitable for chronic pain management.

Regarding our recently published study, we felt compelled to
study the pain pump patient experience in a more scientific
fashion after years of positive feedback from pain pump patients.
We therefore developed a 20-question, anonymous patient

survey which we administered to pump patients during one of
their return management visits to our pain clinic (Nura Pain
Clinic, Minneapolis). The survey was completely voluntary and
was provided to our 600 managed pump patients with a
response rate of 74% (443 patients elected to complete the
questionnaire). We found that our anecdotal experience of
positive feedback from pump patients was mirrored in the
patient questionnaire responses. 96% of patients reported
significant benefit from TDD and over 85% reported
improvement in quality of life. 94% reported improved pain
relief and 60% reported good to excellent pain relief with TDD.
78% of respondents reported improved physical functioning
after pump implant. 77% had not been to the hospital or ER at
all since implant and another 15% reported seeking hospital
care less often. Almost 90% of patients reported taking less
systemic opioids after implant and nearly 40% had stopped
systemic opioids completely (DS standard practice is to reduce
systemic opioids over time to a maximum of one opioid pill per
day for breakthrough pain). Regarding side effects, 93% of
patients reported no or manageable side effects from TDD. In
addition to our questions, we provided a free text box in the
survey and asked respondents to supply any additional feedback
in their own words. Although there were a few negative
comments, the majority were similar to what patients had been
telling us for years:

“I can honestly say that I would not be alive without the pump.”
“The pump is the best thing I ever did.”

“My pump literally saved my life.”

“Best thing I ever did for myself and my family.”

DISCUSSION
From the survey results we confirmed what we already knew -
most of our pump patients found targeted drug delivery to be a
beneficial, life-enhancing therapy. What we failed to determine
was which particulars of the therapy correlated with satisfaction.
Since the survey was entirely anonymous, we could not relate
the diagnosis for implant, doses of pump medications, catheter
tip location, or any other variable to degree of patient
satisfaction.

Despite the lack of randomized, controlled scientific data, as
experienced implanters with many years of experience, we have
come to believe that certain approaches to pump management
result in better outcomes and increased patient satisfaction. For
instance, we believe that medication admixtures allow for better
pain relief at lower drug dosages and that bupivacaine is an
equally important medication to opioid in the pump. The
synergy of intrathecal opioids which bind to spinal mu receptors
and local anesthetics which block nerve conduction is very
powerful. We believe that adding low dose baclofen (100 mcg
per 24 hours or less) is helpful for selected chronic pain patients
with chronic muscle spasm. We have found that giving the
patient more control with the liberal use of patient-administered
bolus dosing results in higher satisfaction. We also believe that
trialing TDD before implant does not improve outcomes, a
belief which is supported by current scientific literature [7].
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Although we are not against TDD micro-dosing [8], we have not
been able to make this work in his practice. Although, we
certainly would like to discontinue systemic opioid use prior to
TDD trial and implant, many of our patients have trouble
reducing their oral or skin patch opioids even by a small
percentage. We strongly encourage our patients to reduce
opioids by at least 50% prior to trial and implant, but do not
refuse implant for those who cannot comply. On the other
hand, after permanent implant we are quite firm about tapering
and discontinuing systemic opioids over time as we increase
intrathecal medication dosages. We are liberal with the use of
pre-programmed, patient-administered bolus doses which we
encourage our patients to use in lieu of pain pills. The process
of increasing pump medications and decreasing systemic opioids
down to very low doses or discontinuing them altogether may
take us weeks or months, but usually not years.

From our anonymous survey, the best we can deduce is that our
standard approach of using bupivacaine/fentanyl as the
mainstay pump infusion with liberal patient bolus dosing results
in high patient satisfaction. Most of our pumps deliver an
admixture of fentanyl and bupivacaine at doses ranging from
100 to 1000 meg fentanyl and 2 to 20 mg bupivacaine per 24
hours. Most patients have a continuous infusion running at
relatively low dose with patient-administered bolus doses
throughout the day as needed. Some of our pumps contain
morphine or hydromorphone instead of fentanyl and
occasionally we also add clonidine and/or low-dose baclofen to
the opioid-local anesthetic mixture. Our survey results did not
allow us to determine which medication combinations at which
dosages resulted in best outcomes. Were higher doses correlated
with higher satisfaction or more side effects? Was fentanyl better
than morphine or hydromorphone? What about pumps with no
bupivacaine, was pain relief worse in this group? Was the
location of the catheter tip at the spinal level of pain and/or at a
location anterior or posterior to the spinal cord important to
outcomes? We can’t tell from our study results.

In view of the limitations of our anonymous satisfaction survey,
we are currently developing a new study protocol that will
involve a similar patient satisfaction survey without anonymity
so that we may correlate the details of medications, dosages,
catheter tip locations, pump size, pump pocket location and use
of bolus dosing with outcomes of pain relief, side effects,
physical functioning, health care utilization and overall
satisfaction.

CONCLUSION
Our current opinion is that targeted drug delivery with an
implanted, programmable pump and an intrathecal catheter
with tip location at the site of maximum pain is the best therapy
for the most difficult pain problems. We now want to prove
exactly which medications, doses and methods of management
work best.
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